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INTRODUCTION
Hi Folks,
We have a New Review of The BetPlan and of Turf Wars and two Final Reviews - both failed.
The League Table is back and has been brought up to date, in a slightly altered form, due to the
change in policy as regards the periods of the reviews. Backing Star has shot down table, after
a good start initially. Betfair Success Formula and Betting Profits Soccer are leading the pack
at the moment, each with over 50% profit on the Start Bank.
We’d like to hear from you, please contact me by e-mail via the Bloggers Corner at
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
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New Reviews
The Betplan Review – Introduction
Sergeant Jon-Introduces The Betplan Service
Hi Bloggers
The BetPlan is a horse
racing betting system
based purely on many
years of statistical
analysis and which
claims a success strike
rate of around 50%
which is extraordinarily
high for a backing
service.
According to The BetPlan website, the system has taken many years to perfect,
analysing thousands of races and horses over every condition possible. Everyday The
BetPlan searches through every race and runner, then by using it‟s vast data base the
system selects any horse that has a better than 50% chance of winning.
Subscription for The BetPlan is £45 per month and tips are supplied by e-mail every
day. An SMS service is available for an additional £2 per month.
The recommended staking is 1 point level stakes with a maximum of 5% of your
betting bank being staked, but for the purpose of the trial I will record Profit and Loss
based on staking 1 point from an initial 20 point bank which is the same as staking
5%.
A big credibility factor, in my opinion, is that all results have been proofed
Racing Index since the service began in 2008, with well over 1,500 proofed
date averaging over 44% winning strike rate. We can, therefore, take the
points profits for The BetPlan below as being genuine and not based just on
time period.

to The
bets to
quoted
a short

Between 1st August 2010 and 14th April 2011 (9 months)
Number of Selections 387
Winning Selections 190
Winning Strike Rate 49.10%
Total Early Price Profit + 69.92 points
Total SP Profit + 26.83 points
Total BSP Profit + 38.15 points
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The website, and tips emails, also contains useful advice about money management
and possible staking plans that the author considers will enhance profitability. For
example, the 5% Ratchet Staking Plan where after a winning bet you recalculate your
stake as 5% of the increased bank. After a losing bet you maintain the increased stake
until losses are recovered.
The BetPlan also advises taking early prices wherever possible and to only use
bookmakers that offer „BOG‟ best odds guaranteed as this will maximise profits as can
be seen from the results above. However, for the purpose of the trial and to prevent
disputes about achieved prices I will report at Betfair SP which has also performed
well.
Any “no betting days” will extend the review until we have had at least 56 actual
betting days and as tips started being sent to me last Sunday, I will post the first few
days results shortly.
[Click here to go to The Betplan Review Pages…]
[Click here to go to The BetPlan Sales Page...]
Cheers
Sgt Jon
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TURF WARS – INTRODUCTION
25th April 2011
Admin GordonIntroduces Turf
Wars

Hello everyone,
Today I am introducing Turf Wars, a Football selection service from a lady called Lisa
Powell. Turf Wars is supported and managed by Betfan, so we can expect the usual
high level of customer support, we also hope we can expect profits!
So how does Turf Wars operate? Well Lisa recommends a starting bank of 100pts,
and it appears that everyday she will normally give 3 bets, as follows:
Platinum Bet 10 pts stake
Gold Bet
8 pts stake
Silver Bet
6 pts stake
A total of 24 pts staked each day.
Lisa also gives the name of the bookmaker and the odds that should be available in
the daily email. Selections for Turf Wars are also available from the members area,
and full results are also available on the Betfan website.
I have been receiving the daily selections email for a few days now, and the official
review will start from Monday the 25th April, so I will post with the first couple of days
results later.
The review will last initially for a minimum of 56 “betting” days, and if looking good at
that point it will be extended to 84 ” betting” days. Results for Turf Wars will be quoted
as per the recommended staking plan, as well as our normal 1 pt level stakes.
As the review progresses, should anyone wish to subscribe via the link on our site,
you will find you can get a free 5 day trial, which is being offered by Betfan exclusively
to our readers.
Regards,
Admin Gordon
[Click here to see Turf Wars review pages…]
[Click here to see Turf Wars sales page…]
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Final Reviews
Live TV Football Service –
Final Review by Sgt Rich
25th April
No alternative but to fail this service.
The graph below shows the fate of our original 50
point bank.

After an up-and-down start we were showing a 13 point profit by Day 14, but after that
it was downhill all the way.
When Ghana equalised against England. in the last minute on day 57, we made 13.73
points profit, but that day's profit was lost during the rest of the review period.
The nature of the tips altered during the review period, but for too long it relied on an
outside bet winning. They didn't win anywhere near often enough.
Despite attempts to change the nature of the tips, the service showed no sign of
recovery having lost a further 14 points in the month of April.
Cumulative P/L: - 39.10 points Cumulative Bank (50 point start): 10.90 points
Sgt Rich
[Click Here to see the sales page for Live TV Football Selection Service ...]
[Click Here to see the review pages for Live TV Football Selection Service ...]
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Golf Bet Profits – Final Review

Sgt John-Reviews Golf Bet Profits

Hello Everyone,
This review of Golf Bet Profits was originally planned for eight weeks but extended to
12 weeks, taking into account the services‟ long-term prospects. I personally
suggested a further week to include the US Masters tournament, which also included
an ante-post bet sent out on Week One.
I have already established that golf is an incredibly difficult game to assess, which is
exactly the difficulty the author of Golf Bet Profits seems to have had over this period
of time. In the 13 weeks of testing, there were six which had some return, four which
returned a profit and seven that had no returns. The success-rate certainly improved
after Week 8, producing an overall profit of 34.17 points, but the first eight weeks had
already lost 32 points which virtually nullified the good „second half‟. The late inclusion
of Nick Watney in Week 9, replacing the injured Bubba Watson, was an inspired move
which made 30 points, but some selections did seem to suffer from „last-round blues‟
as they spoiled good early positions through one reason or another.
Simon, the author, has the Golf Bet Profits site, on which he describes the history of
his personal involvement in the sport, a list of 2010 successes and subscription
details. The site falls under the umbrella of the BETFAN Services and Management
site and there you can check tips and proofed results. I could not find any way of
proofing results from 2010, however. The tips email always arrived in good time to
place the bets and there was good response from the author and the BETFAN service
team.
The tips for Golf Bet Profits came with the amount of points to bet on the selection,
whether or not it was a win or each way bet, a brief explanation why each player had
been selected in most cases, together with the current best odds and bookmaker.
These always checked out and were available as the tips generally arrived two days in
advance. The only anomaly I found was in Week Seven in the World Match Play when
it was suggested that we would back a player in each group to win, hopefully get them
to the semis when “we can start to back against them” because it was “better than
backing them each way.” Having followed the games and prices meticulously I spotted
an opportunity to do just that but, on enquiry, only received an explanation why it was
not possible (due to the revised match times), not how starting to back against them
would be achieved. I assumed a betting exchange would play a part but all four
original bets (and every bet during the review) were using conventional bookmakers. I
noted several occasions when an opportunity came to trade and hedge some players
when they were lying just outside the place market, particular as some seemed to fail
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in the later rounds, but this would have only returned a few points compared with the
possibility of larger returns on those doing well.
In all 66 bets were received, of these we had seven wins, 57 losers and two nonrunners giving a strike-rate of 10.6%. The profit to one-point level stakes was 2.17
points. To join the service over this period you would have bought a three-month
subscription costing £105 and, based on receiving the tips value of 163 using £1 a
point, you would have to have made £268 to break even.
To cover the subscription fee you would have to stake £50 a point minimum, after
deducting the £105 fee, leaving a profit of £3.50 and you would have had to stake
£3,200 pounds to get that, an ROI of 0.11%. If you staked £100 it gets a bit better; you
would have made £112 profit to £6,400 total stakes, which is 1.75% ROI. I consider
that even having to stake sums like this it would still be too low a return to pass.
So in summary, despite the fact that the service made a very small profit, taking into
account the subscription fees and the high level of stakes compared with the low ROI,
there is no option but to fail Golf Bet Profits, based on its performance during this
review.
I will continue to monitor the service throughout the season and give an update
around once a month, which should give a better long-term view of the service,
particularly as the high odds of some of the bets can change the overall profit/loss
figure very quickly.

Best Regards
Sergeant John
[Click here to see Golf Bet Profits review pages...]

[Click here to see Golf Bet Profits sales page...]
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Current Reviews
This section covers all the current reviews being conducted and gives a quick insight how each
review is performing. Following last week’s article on the three types of services that we
review, I have now described which type of service each one is. I hope this helps you in
deciding whether to follow any service more closely.
Systems: These are a set of rules that are used to make selection criteria. Hopefully these rules
are hard and fast without room for interpretation or discretion.
Methods or Strategies: These services are based upon loose rules or advices that are applied,
with skill, by the user of the service.
Tips: You receive tips from the service provider of back or lay bets and you back the tips to
the recommended stakes or to level stakes.

All Weather Backing System Reviewer Sgt Philip – A backing System
Nothing reported this week.
Up to Day 28

This Week
P/L

Cumulative
£250 Start Bank
P/L
£271.12
+ £21.12

See the All Weather Backing System Review pages here…
See the All Weather Backing System sales page here…

Backing Star Selection Service Reviewer RM Dave – A backing Tipping service
A bad two weeks for this service.
Up to Day 40
Plan A
Plan B
Plan C
Plan D
Plan 1,2,4

This Week
P/L
- 10.91
-13.00
- 55.04
- 75.59
- 1.82

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
100.44 points
+ 0.44 points
95.42 points
- 4.58 points
128.19 points
+ 28.19 points
104.60 points
+ 4.60 points
115.07 points
+ 15.07 points

See the Backing Star Selection Service Review pages here…
See the Backing Star Selection Service sales page here…
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Betfair Success Formula Reviewer Sgt Rich – A laying Method/Strategy.
A good week. Five matches, four made a profit.
Up to day 52

This Week
P/L
+ 12.18

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
188.11 points
+ 88.11 points

See the Betfair Success Formula Review pages here…
See the Betfair Success Formula sales page here…

Betting Profits Reviewer Sgt Rich – A backing System
4 soccer matches, 3 of them winning bets this week and one winning horse race.
Up to day 34
Soccer System
Horse Racing System
Boxing system

This Week
P/L
+ 17.36 points
+ 27.89 points
0.00 points

Cumulative
1000 point Start Bank
P/L
1588.64 points
+ 588.64 points
579.84 points
- 420.16 points
734.34 points
- 265.66 points

See the Betting Profits Review pages here…
See the Betting Profits sales page here…

Flat Ratings Pro Reviewer Sgt John – A backing Tipping service
Another loss this week.
Up to day 89

This Week
P/L
- 14.00 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
111.14 points
+ 11.14 points

See Flat Ratings Pro Review pages here…
See Flat Ratings Pro sales page here…
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Golf Bet Profits Reviewer Sgt John – A backing Tipping service
The review period has finished and Sgt John has given this service a fail.
Up to day 91

This Week
P/L

Cumulative
200 point Start Bank
P/L
202.17 points
+ 2.17 points

See Golf Bet Profits Review pages here…
See Golf Bet Profits sales page here…

Lay Hounds Reviewer Review Manager Dave – A laying Tipping service.
A good start. Dave is running two totals. The service recommends up to an SP up to 8/1, but
the lay price, just before the off, of these is often very high so Dave has a cut-off point of 11.0
on Betfair lay prices.
Up to day 12
BF Price <= 11.0
Max SP of 8/1

This Week
P/L
+ 4.60 points
+ 6.50 points

Cumulative
50 point Start Bank
54.60 points
56.50 points

P/L
+ 4.60 points
+ 6.50 points

See Lay Hounds Review pages here…
See Lay Hounds sales page here…

Laying Spring Profits Reviewer Sgt Tony – A laying System
Some profit again this week.
Up to day 56

This Week
P/L
+ 2.88 points

Cumulative
100 point Start Bank
P/L
114.03 points
+ 14.03 points

See Laying Spring Profits Review pages here…
See Laying Spring Profits sales page here…
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Laytime Soccer Reviewer Sgt Jon – A laying Tipping service
7 successful lay bets out of 8 this week. The strike rate is 99 successful lays out of 130 =
76.1%. But nearly half the starting bank has still been lost.
Up to day 76

This Week
P/L
+ 2.39 points

Cumulative
200 point Start Bank
P/L
107.41 points
- 92.59 points

See Laytime Soccer Review pages here…
See Laytime Soccer sales page here…

Live TV Football Service Reviewer Sgt Rich – A backing Tipping service
Another bad week for this tipping service. The review period is over now and the service is
failed.
Up to day 84

This Week
P/L
- 1.41 points

Cumulative
50 point Start Bank
10.90 points

P/L
- 39.10 points

See Live TV Football Service Review pages here…
See Live TV Football Service sales page here…

Perpetual i Reviewer Sgt Philip – An automatic (bot) laying System
Nothing reported this week.
Up to day 53

This Week
P/L

Cumulative
£10,000 Start Bank
P/L
£8,708.76
- £1,291.24

See Perpetual i Review pages here…
See Perpetual i sales page here…
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Power Naps Reviewer Sgt Tommy – A backing Tipping service.
Another loss this week.
Up to day 41

This Week
P/L
- 9.25 points

Cumulative
200 point Start Bank
P/L
228.93 points
+ 28.93 points

See Power Naps Review pages here…
See Power Naps sales page here…

Soccertips Software Reviewer Sgt Rob – A backing in multiples, semi-automated
Method/Strategy
The last three weeks report a tiny profit.
Up to day 71

This Week
P/L
+ 0.31 points

Cumulative
20 point Start Bank
P/L
26.02 points
+ 6.02 points

See Soccertips Software Review pages here…
See Soccertips Software sales page here…

Sports Betting Dynamics Reviewer RM Dave – A Tipping service.
A good profit over the last two weeks.
Up to day 80

This Week
P/L
+ 25.28

Cumulative
300 point Start Bank
P/L
351.45 points
+ 51.45 points

See Sports Betting Dynamics Review pages here…
See Sports Betting Dynamics sales page here…
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Sprint Lay Expert Reviewer Sgt Tony – A laying System
Just one unsuccessful lay where the selection won. At present, Sgt Tony does not seem to have
set a Starting Bank.
Up to day 25

This Week
P/L
- 2.80 points

Cumulative
? point Start Bank
P/L
? points
- 2.97 points

See Sports Sprint Lay Expert Review pages here…
See Sports Sprint Lay Expert sales page here…

The BetPlan Reviewer Sgt Jon – A backing Tipping service
A poor start for this service.
Up to day 9
Level Stakes
Ratchet Staking Plan

This Week
P/L
- 3.85 points
- 3.98 points

Cumulative
20 point Start Bank
P/L
16.15 points
- 3.85 points
16.02 points
- 3.98 points

See The BetPlan Review pages here…
See The BetPlan sales page here…

The Secret Tipster Reviewer Gordon (Admin Manager) – A laying Tipping service.
The review period is now over. Final review to follow.
Up to day 102
Level Stakes

This Week
P/L
+ 1.80 points

Staking Plan

+ 3.70 points

Cumulative
150 points Start Bank
P/L
140.24 points
- 9.76 points
300 points Start Bank
316.10 points
+ 16.10 points

See The Secret Tipster Review pages here…
See The Secret Tipster sales page here…
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Bloggers Corner
One of our readers, Fraser, is having trouble getting a refund from saddleup2success.com. He
first asked for his refund on 6th April and is still waiting, despite being promised a refund. By
the 17th April he wrote the following:
You have proved to be a man not of your word after several e-mails stating from day one you would
send a refund you have failed to do so and are disputing it with pay pal. I am disgusted at my
treatment and as a pensioner its hard enough without being cheated .Your news which you had also
cancelled has been continuing to arrive and only proves what I said on day one a load of rubbish you
get more winners from the daily paper. Yesterday 4 main bets and not 1 in the first 3 proves my point
allthough you tell paypal you have sent me a lot of winners. I have kept all e-mails and it proves who is
right, I am now going to contact ALL websites that do reviews of racing services and sen them all the
documentation from you so that others dont get caught out. How people like you can live with
themselves baffles me.

Please let us know if you get your money back, Fraser.

Admin:
"The above comment is the solely the opinion of Fraser, and not BST, he would appear to have
had a problem with this vendor, and wishes to warn our readers"

Send your contributions to the Bloggers Corner by e-mail to me:
rich@bettingsystemtruths.com
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League Table of Current Reviews
The systems under review have different starting banks, different stakes and some systems
have variable stakes. A reasonable way of comparing the performance of systems is to work
out the profit (or loss) as a percentage of the starting bank.
Betfair Success Formula and Betting Profits Soccer System continue to do well.
Obviously this table doesn’t replace reading the reviews, because profit %age of bank is not
the only factor in judging a system. Nevertheless, I think it gives a valid comparison and an ata-glance way of bringing the mass of data together.

Start
Bank

Profit
/Loss

Profit as
%age of
Bank

?

-2.97

?

N/A

Betfair Success Formula

100

88.11

88.11%

3

1

Betting Profits Soccer System

1000

588.64

58.86%

4

2

Soccertips Software

20

6.02

30.10%

6

3

Backing Star Plan C

100

28.19

28.19%

1

4

Sports Betting Dynamics

200

51.45

25.73%

10

5

Backing Star Plan 1,2,4

100

15.07

15.07%

9

6

Power Naps

200

28.93

14.47%

8

7

Laying Spring Profits

100

14.03

14.03%

12

8

Lay Hounds 8/1

50

6.50

13.00%

N/A

9

Flat Ratings Pro

100

11.14

11.14%

7

10

Lay Hounds <=11.0

50

4.60

9.20%

N/A

11

All Weather Backing System

250

21.12

8.45%

13

12

The Secret Tipster Staking Plan

300

16.10

5.37%

15

13

Backing Star Plan D

100

4.60

4.60%

2

14

Golf Bet Profits

200

2.17

1.09%

16

15

Backing Star Plan A

100

0.44

0.44%

11

16

Backing Star Plan B

100

-4.58

-4.58%

14

17

The Secret Tipster Level Stakes

150

-9.76

-6.51%

17

18

10000

-1291.24

-12.91%

18

19

The BetPlan Level Stakes

20

-3.85

-19.25%

N/A

20

The BetPlan Ratchet

20

-3.98

-19.90%

N/A

21

Betting Profits Boxing System

1000

-265.66

-26.57%

19

22

Betting Profits Horse Racing System

1000

-420.16

-42.02%

20

23

Laytime Soccer
Live TV Selections

200
50

-92.59
-39.10

-46.30%
-78.20%

21
22

24
25

System
Reviewed
Sprint Lay Expert

Perpetual I

Position Position
Last
This
Week
Week
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Profitability Graph
Here is a graph of the profit being made by the front-runners as a percentage of their starting
bank. This gives a week by week comparative view of their progress.
It gives a representation of the volatility or dependability of each system. Ideally we would
want a graph that increased each week by roughly the same amount. If a system or tipping
service could produce that, then we would really have a winning review!
Backing Star Plan has crashed! Betting Profits Soccer and Betfair Success Formula continue to
do well.

Profit as a %age of starting bank
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Next Week & Signing Off
This is Rich signing off. Remember to read the full blogger’s review for anything that interests
you at http://www.bettingsystemtruths.com/, so that you can get a feel for how the service pans
out on a day by day basis. Look out for the next BST newsletter in your e-mails on May 4th.
Until then, here’s to successful punting.

Regards
Rich
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